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gullfoss is a plugin to improve the clarity, detail, spatiality, and balance of your sound. bold claims! as humans strive for the perfect sound recording and reproduction, from the beginning of wax recordings to the latest digital, there have always been the class of soundgoodizer, those plugins and devices come along and claim to
improve the recorded sound. as digital perfection reached its current apex, everyone is now going to great lengths to go backward in technology and recreate the analog sound of 50-60 years ago by using digital plugins. and by buying actual analog gear to run their digital signal through. weve seen many traditional dsp methods

used to improve our mixes, but gullfoss brings us something brand new. below, we’ll talk about the pros and cons of our current patch. my hunch is that for the first time, the best value for money is in the ultrareverb reverb. a few years ago, we’d have paid $1000.00+ for the ultrareverb (and been much happier about it).
ultrareverb is now well over $2000.00 and there are still some very good presets for it, especially the sound design/production presets made by richard devine and sasha co-producer charlie may. these guys and other co-producers have done much to help sound designers get better at designing reverb presets, and theyve also
done much to push things like the sonics and timbre of reverb plugins, which can be a tough nut to crack. hofa iq eq is part of the hofadel range of instruments and effects from eventides. the hofadel range comprises the hofa guitar and bass effects pedal and effects processor, the hofadel di/di box, the hofadel drum machine,

and the hofadel drum processor. all products are intended for use with a guitar and bass, or drum, and only a single input of their respective input channels. they are intended for use with an external di box.
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Even if youre using an older version of a pro-prietary plugin, you wont have to worry about your settings getting overwritten. HOFA IQ-Reverb V2 has the innovative Dual Encoding feature,
where settings for each algorithm can be stored in separate sections. This means if your sound is good for one algorithm, you dont have to redo it if you wish to try another. Im really not a
big fan of EQs in plugins, but sometimes they do add a nice impression, and theyre very convenient if you want to fine-tune a setting. Inputs use a very clever flanger to simulate various

EQs for a better-sounding EQ section. The flanger has a familiar mistuned input, which works with the semitone mappings, which are good for extra harmonics. You can even layer
different EQs or other effects on the semitone mappings. The designers have a great sense of humor, and this one really shines. Be careful if you use this tip, because the sound will go
nuts if you dont watch the pitch. I use this fairly often, not as an isolated effect, but in combination with other plugins to get basslines like this: Noisevault have made a sample pack for

Omen9 Reverb, and DSP mode is one of the plugins that you can use the reverb with. It contains two IR files, an isolation reverb and a DSP mode reverb. This reverb has a slightly tighter
sound than a regular isolation Reverb. If youre a reverb snob, youll like the sound of a DSP mode reverb. Hands down I would have picked a graphic EQ like Waves Renaissance Reverb

above, but I've compiled this list of VST plugins by focusing on something I respect in a plugin: the interface and functions, and the user experience, rather than simply the effect. I mean,
there are a LOT of great presets out there, and the effects are no doubt important, but if you can get some basic controls that work and sound good, the combination of the EQ and the

controls can be a powerful tool - thus I feel that the mechanical filter plugins of the 1970s had way more wow factor than waveforms and plugins as complex as Soundcraft Echoboy, etc.
Although we have come a long way since then in terms of processing power and software complexity, I think its still important to focus on the basic fundamentals, which is really why I

chose the Vesper Bass Library Pack and gave it this honour! 5ec8ef588b
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